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FEW ANSWERS IN
QUADRUPLE HOMICIDE
No current suspects in
investigation
Justin Lee Campbell //Asst. Timeout Editor

Last Monday, Vice President Biden presented his campaign "It's On Us," which focuses on sexual assault on campus.

'

■
■
Saavon Smalls

Associate Editor
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Vice President Joe Biden
visited the Jervey Gymnasium in
Clemson on Tuesday, Nov. 10, in
order to endorse this campaign
and its Week of Aaion. It's On
Us is an initiative started by
Biden and President Obama to
fight sexual assault on
college campuses.
The event began with
speeches from Joey Wilson
and Elliot Beane, members
of Clemson's branch of the
campaign. Wilson, a junior
global
and
bioengineering
politics double major, urged the
crowd to focus on the forced
stigmas associated with being
a sexual assault victim, stating
that "many survivors don't
feel comfortable reporting or
sharing their stories." Wilson
later commented on the impact
that Biden made on him: "I
told him he was an inspiration
... He told me to never give up
on something I believe in and
to always keep the faith. That
moment changed my life."
Afterwards, Beane - an assault
survivor - spoke up about her

experience and advocated for
bringing awareness to Clemson.
Clemson's Undergraduate
Student Government President
Shaq Thomas and Vice President
Shannon Kay spoke soon afrer,
educating the crowd on the
number of assaults on college
campuses. According to Crisis
Connection, a sexual assault
occurs on a college campus at
least once every 21 hours.
"The issue of sexual assault
is not unique to any particular
campus," Kay stated. "It's a
national issue. And it's going to
take all ofus working together to
make a difference."
Thomas agreed, "Tigers, it's
on us to make a difference - to
continue to stand against such
a [rape] culture on our campus
and to continue to provide the
tools for excellence when it
comes to sexual assault."
Clemson President James
Clements and Clemson football
player Eric Mac Lain then came
on stage to introduce Biden.
The vice president started off
his speech jovially, thanking the
Tigers for their presence and
commending them on their
nationally ranked football team,

1OUT OF EVERY 6American

women have been victims of attempted
or completed rape

20%

of female student survivors
Only
age 18-24 report to law enforcement.

along with joking with the crowd
over the Tigers' upcoming game
against his alma mater, Syracuse.
The mood soon changed to a
serious tone, as Biden began to
talk about It's On Us and other
efforts being made to fight sexual
assault. "How we treated the
defenseless among us will go a
long way in determining what
kind of society we had been,"
he said
Biden also stated the goals
of the Violence Against Women
Acr and said that although
it seems to have had positive
results, he feels that there is one
place where progress has not
been made: college campuses.
"That's why the President and
I started this campaign - Ir's
On Us," the vice president
explained. Biden also learned
through numerous conference
calls with university and high
schools' faculty members that
they felc protecrion could come
about "(gerting] men involved
universities
[holding]
and
accountable for safety." While
Biden made it clear that men
are victims of sexual violence as
well, he had one comment for
men and the general public who

choose to be bystanders: "You
have co have the gumption to
stop it - there's no excuse."
Biden expanded even
more, discussing how students,
faculty and administration could
help to fight sexual violence by
conducting and participating
in surveys, creating safe spaces
for victims, coordinating with
proper resources and signing the
It's On Us pledge - promising
to help end sexual assaults on
campus. The vice president also
thanked those who were able to
speak out about their assaults.
"It cakes a lot of courage to speak
out on ... it prevents other rapes
and attacks the more it's made
known that this goes on." He
said.
president
vice
The
concluded by stating that
success will only come when
"not a single woman who's been
abused will ask 'What did I
do?'" and promising that when
students take the pledge, they'll
"be proud every time they save
someone's life."
For more information on
the It's On Us campaign and the
group's Week ofAaion, go to
www.itsonus.org.

1OUT OF EVERY 33 American

men have been victims of attempted or
completed rape

Bo/o of all sexual assaults occur while
victim is attending school

On the night of Nov. 2, sheriff's investigators were
called to a residence on Refuge Road in Pendleton, 5.2 miles
from Clemson University, to investigate the murder of four
family members, according to a Nov. 8 Anderson County
Sheriff's Office media release. An incident report from the
Sheriff's Office Public Information Officer Lt. Sheila B. Cole
provided the identities of the victims, all of whom lived in
the house, as Michael Scott, age 59; his wife Cathy Scott,
age 60; Michael Scott's mother Barbara Scott, age 80; and
Cathy Scott's mother Violet Taylor, age 82. A Nov. 3 press
release states that the postmortem examinations "indicated
that all of the victims received gunshot wounds" and that the
"Sheriff's Office is investigating the incident as a quadruple
homicide and not a murder-suicide." No suspects were
identified at the crime scene.
The incident report names Amy Montgomery, also
known as Amy Vilardi, as the complainant who called 911.
Vilardi is the daughter of Michael and Cathy Scott and lives
on the same property in a double-wide mobile home with her
husband Ross Vilardi, the owner of Styles for Miles Pet Spa
LLC in Anderson. In a copy of the 911 call, Vilardi tells the
operator that "there's blood everywhere, and there ... there
might be bullet wounds." Vilardi says, "I called up there to
see if I could get anybody on the phone, and I couldn't get
anybody on the phone, and so I went up there, and both of
their doors were unlocked." She then entered the back door
and found the victims, whom she described as "cold."
The Nov. 8 press release noted "ocher traumatic injuries"
present on the victims, but provided no exact description
of the injuries. In reference to the injuries, neither Cape.
Garland Major (the head of Anderson County's Criminal
Investigation Division) nor Lt. Cole would comment. Lt.
Cole explained that, " I cannot comment on chose [injuries]
because they are not information that we have" and referred
The Tiger to Anderson County Coroner Greg Shore.
In a phone interview, Shore claimed that the Sheriff's
Office knows whether the gunshots or other injuries came
first, but is not currently releasing that information. "We're
not going into detail about the injuries," Shore said, "We had
to tell the families."
In an interview outside of the residence where the
murders occurred, Vilardi said that she does not know the
specific details of the injuries, adding, "They won't tell us
anything."
Though Sheriff Skipper stated in a media release that
"his investigators are working 24 hours a day on the case,"
Vilardi expressed a general dissatisfaction with Anderson
County law enforcement. "Basically, Anderson County
has not taken care of any of the leads." She went on to say.
"They basically focused on me and my husband ... There's
so many things, and they say they're doing this and that and
the other, and they're ... just not. I'm really disappointed
in them."
In response to being treated as a potential suspect,
Vilardi said, "Unless they can come up with some kind of
physical evidence with us, they need to move on and quit
wasting resources and find who really killed my family."
Coroner Shore's statement about disclosing the injury
derails to the family is not the only one from Anderson
County officials that Vilardi contradicts. Lt. Cole told NBC
affiliate WYFF, "As far as we know, there is no danger to the
public right now." Vilardi responded to this, saying, "I think
they lied to the public. And I don't think that's the first time
they've lied to the public. There is a public safety risk." When
asked if the public is at risk, Lt. Cole refused to comment on
the record.
See HOMICIDE on page A2

Info compiled from RAINN

MISSOURI'S SOCIAL TENSIONS
Opinion by: Erin Johns// Copy Editor
Recent racial tensions
at the University of Missouri
have prompted the arrest of at
least one suspect in relation to
a series of anonymous online
threats made on social media
platforms. At the same time,
Twitter and Tumblr have been
utilized by activists to draw
attention to both the hunger
and football strikes that have
made national news in the
past week.
Social media is a weapon,
and a powerful one at that.
Tensions have been rising
on the University of Missouri
campus in Columbia, Missouri,
since the shooting in Ferguson

- just two hours away from
the campus - in August 2014.
Jonathan L. Butler, a graduate
student at the University of
Missouri, tweeted last week that
he was going on a hunger strike
to call for improved diversity
at the university. This past
Saturday, about 30 members
of the Missouri Tigers football
team tweeted that they would
not play until the university
president, Tim Wolfe - who
faces growing accusations of
downplaying racial issues on
stepped down.
campus By Sunday, more members of
the team and the head coach
publicly backed the movement.
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Wolfe, along with Chancellor
R. Bowen Loftin, resigned
on Monday.
Carole Trickey, a senior
journalism major at the
University of Missouri, said,
"Social media has definitely
played a huge part in these
events, for both the positive and
the negative. It allowed people
to see context, as far as why
Butler was doing what he was
doing, gaining media attention
and ultimately gaining the
support of the football team.
I'm not sure any ofthose groups
would have known about Butler
without social media."
Tuesday morning, a threat

(i

was phoned in to the Gaines/
Oldham Black Culture Center
that prompted an evacuation.
That same night, posts appeared
on Yik Yak threatening to shoot
black students. Despite Yik Yak
being an "anonymous" social
media website, police found
the identity of the poster. He
was arrested early Wednesday
morning on a preliminary
charge of suspicion of making a
terrorist threat.
Eric Hendricks, the Chief
of Clemson University Police,
urged faculty, staff and students
to always take threats on
social media seriously. "When
students see it, sometimes
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The University of Missouri has been in turmoil due to
cumulating racial tensions over social media.
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HOMICIDE from page Al
However, Capt. Major did comment on the record, "If
we got four dead people and don't know who did it and the
perpetrator is still at large, and if he's a threat to those 4
people, I'm just going to assume that he could be a potential
threat to others."
On Nov. 11, 2015, no suspects have been identified.

MISSOURI from page Al
they think 'well, I'm not really
sure what I'm supposed to do.
Is this something that needs
to be reported?' It absolutely
needs to be reported. We need
the students to help us keep
them safe."
Students at the University
of Missouri took Tuesday's
threats to heart. But Trickey
said she did not skip classes on
Wednesday, unlike a lot of her
peers. "I know that people are
more or less scared because of
the threats, ... I've seen maybe
10 Black students and a handful
of Hispanic and Asian students.
The campus hasn't been this

empty since last winter break or
even this summer break."
The profound effects of social
media can certainly be felt
beyond the computer (or
phone) screen. The bottom
line is, we need to always
take social media seriously.
"If [students] do see that on
Yik Yak or any type of social
media where it's threatening the
Clemson community ... conract
us on campus and let us know
that's being said. [The students]
are our extended eyes and ears
in the community. If they see
something that isn't right, please
report it." Hendricks said.

The Clemson family cheered the football team on to '1ctory against FSU last Saturday in Death Valley.
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Learning from the Road Scholars
Prefessorsfrom other universities teach seminars
Kelly Colwell
Asst. News Editor
On Friday, Nov. 6,
Katherine Mooney presented
her speech "Race Horse
Men: The Origin of Our
Debates About Race, Labor,
and American Sports" with
a response from Clemson's
Lee B. Wilson as a part of
the Road Scholars program.
The Road Scholars series
brings professors from the
Tiger's ACC football rivals
to Clemson to present their
current research with a
response from a Clemson
humanities faculty member.
Mooney is from Florida
State University, and she
discussed
how
African
American jockeys helped
boost blacks into professional
sporting leagues and opened up

the conversation about racism
in sports.
According to freshman
Bekha Payne, "It was a lot of
information that I hadn't really
realized before - how many
slaves were jockeys and how
that was part of slavery. That
was really interesting to me."
She chose it because "it looked
pretty interesting. I usually
enjoy history things like
this, and it was a completely
new topic that I didn't
know about and never really
thought about."
The
Road
Scholars
program wa~ ·s tarted in 2013
by English professor Jonathan
Field afrer students showed
interest. "During my first
year in Clemson [2004], I
was invited to give a paper
at the University of Georgia
Early American Workshop.
To get there on time, I had

to let a class go early, and
when I told them where I
was going, they told me 'Go
Tigers!' So I was interested
in finding a way ro direct a
little bit of the Clemson spirit
toward an academic program,
and in particular one in the
humanities, which is not
always the first thing people
associate with Clemson."
As of now, Clemson
does not send professors on
away games, but Auburn has
expressed interest, and Florida
State now has its own Road
Scholars series. Field described
the process of finding a guest
speaker: "[It] usually starts
with asking faculty in the
humanities departments here
if there are scholars working
at the schools coming to
Clemson they would like to
invite as speakers."
Field
looks
forward

to continuing the Road
Scholars program and using
it to contribute to Clemson's
academic
reputation,
along with the Humanities
Advancement Board. In regards
ro the success of the seminar,
freshman Sayaka Reed said, "I
found it really interesting and
really enjoyed it." On coming
to another one, she said, "I
think it would depend on the
school. If it happened to be
a school that I was interested
in, then it would be a kind
of cool way to get to know
the school."
The final lecture will
be on Nov. 20 with Anne
Hardcastle from Wake Forest
University giving a talk
entitled, "Victims, Martyrs
and Heroes in Contemporary
Spanish Civil War Films" at
Vickery Hall 100 from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m.
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MollyWtke
Outlook Editor
Justice is at the core of our
society. Today, issues have risen that
I'm sure many ofour founding fathers
could have never imagined when they
sat down and wrote up standards for
our country to live by. Just this week,
the Mormon Church banned gay
couples' children from membership
and baptism. Additionally, Rachel
Dolezal recently was asked to step
down as Leader of the NAACP in
Spokane because her preference to
identify as an African American,
which contrasted with the race of
her parents. And finally, the red cups
controversy at Starbucks is being seen
in direct correlation with "The War
on Christmas."
As future leaders of our country,
what is our role in these situations?
Is it necessary to take offense at these
current issues? As culture changes
and new issues of equality arise each
day, the sensitivity of our society
to cultural norms has reached an

all-time high.
The overarching concern for our
country is actually one of sensitivity.
The issue that I am referring to is
not merely one of racism, women's
rights or gender roles. While those
seem to be the core topics of our
culture's discussion, the concern for
a hyper-sensitive culture can cause
each of these matters to become
overrun with unformed ideas due to
fear of offending someone or a group
of people.
Society's favorite theme of late
has become one of neutrality. Leaders
of our country as well as educational
institutions are encouraged to
create an open door policy that is
accepting of all people. While this
is extremely important and mostly
positive, it is causing a blurred
view of teaching and topics that are
important for our culture as a whole.
For instance, as some states choose
to legalize gay marriage, others
remain firmly against it. Since our
country was founded on equality, I
believe it is important to have equal

opportunities for people from all
walks of life. Since our country was
founded on justice, our legal system
should be one that focuses on making
our country a safe place to learn and
grow. Since our country was founded
on liberty, our focus should be on our
democracy and making sure that all
people have a voice. Taking these ideas
into consideration, where do we draw
the line between our traditional laws
and those of the future? If a Caucasian
woman wants to misrepresent herself
in order to become the leader of the
NAACP, then where does that end?
Will students claiming to identify
with different ethnicities be allowed
scholarships and financial aid? These
thoughts that have not been brought
up until now are ideas that we need to
consider as we move into roles as the
leaders of our country.
I believe in the importance of
growing as a society. I am learning
that if our future leaders continue
to remain neutral and hypersensitive
to topics that could "offend," The
conversation will stop and our

country's core values will be lost. In
essence, our country will become
unstable. The rights we have fore
free expression can only exist if we
continue to allow the possibility
of offense and disagreement. It is
not possible to cater to each person
without stepping on someone's toes
in the process. Rather than striving
for sensitivity, it is important to stand
for the original principles that our
country was founded on. Equality,
justice and liberty for all are founding
principles that have shaped the way
we live. However, we cannot overlook
the foundation that lies at the heart
of our freedom and that is that we are
a nation founded under God, "with
a firm Reliance on the Protection of
divine Providence ... ". It is important
that we use these values to guide us in
our conversations. I know this idea is
not appealing to a culture that rides
the line of sensitivity, but I believe
that the importance of examining the
detrimental effects of losing sight of
what our country was built on should
not be overlooked.
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From hand-drawn reindeer to
a winking snowman, Starbucks has
covered its holiday cups in festive
designs since 1997. This year,
however, Starbucks went with a cup
that fades from red to cranberry,
which surprisingly caused a stream
of offended customers to speak out
on social media. The most extreme
response was by Joshua Feuerstein,
an evangelical pastor and social media
personality, who posted a video on
Facebook saying that after entering a
Starbucks in Arizona and being asked
what his name was by the barista, he
replied with "Merry Christmas" so
that, as the barista followed protocol,
"Merry Christmas" would be written
down and announced when his drink
was ready. Feuerstein encouraged each
of his followers to take part in this
"trick" as well, posting the result online
with #MerryChristmasStarbucks.
In a recent CNN interview,
Feuerstein was confronted with
the reality of Starbucks' signature
Christmas Blend coffee, which
publically put a hole in his "Starbucks
hates Christmas" theory. Even if
Starbucks didn't have a Christmas
Blend, far-off conclusions about a
red cup being a "war on Christmas"

and elaborate schemes put in place
by Feuerstein leave the majority of us
asking, "What's the big deal?"
Twitter
user
Tim
Odell
shared his opm10n by saying
"#StarbucksRedCup
reeks
of
political correctness. Count me in on
[companies] avoiding that operation."
But this cup design was never meant
to be a political statement, a hate
symbol or an attack on the beliefs
of others. I personally agree with
Starbucks' intended vision behind
the red cup, which is to create a blank
canvas for customers to share their
own stories, which was inspired by
doodles the company has seen on the
plain white cups for years. The goal
was to be able to include everyone,
and spread the joys of each holiday
celebrated, whether it's Christmas,
Hanukkah or Kwanzaa.
Musician
Michael
Castro
had the perfect response to those
raising controversy on social media
by tweeting, "As a Christian, I can
tell you that the color of Starbucks
cups have nothing to do with Jesus,
the gospel or Christianity. They are
cups." Castro puts in perspective
that this is not a Gospel issue, and
should not be taken as a "war on
Christmas" or used to assume that
Starbucks "hates Jesus" as some have
accused via social media.
With extreme responses such
as Feuerstein's, it is my hope that
the majority of responses, will
help deflect the absurdity of the
red cup controversy. The goal of
inclusivity that Starbucks reaches
with a minimal red cup should,
if anything, be supported by the
Christian community, as loving
people without exclusion is a
primary tenant for the majority
of the faithful. And let us
all remember that at the end of the
day, it is just a cup.

DEAR VICE PRESIDENT BIDEN,
I've always been a fan. My parents know you as the Democrat
who spoke at Strom Thurmond's funeral, honoring his dedication to
his constituency and his heart, despite your ideological differences. I've
known you as Vice President Biden, a seasoned legislator who's been a
crucial part of the Obama administration and its legacy, and who displays
appropriate amounts of enthusiasm over awesome things like health
care reform. I've also known you as Joe Biden, Leslie Knope's number
one celebrity crush. I've admired you for your grace, your faith and for
how you've used your voice--particularly, your leadership on the "It's On
Us" Campaign.
If you ask most college women, any one of us would know at least
one woman who has been assaulted. Unfortunately, most of us know many
more than just one. However, it's a quiet knowledge that only pervades
sad, but knowing, conversations. College women are stuck in an odd age
of new consciousness, where we're becoming more empowered to call
what women of older generations simply called "bad sex" sexual assault,
but also where our culture still sees rape primarily as a crime committed by
strangers wielding weapons and threatening the victim's life. However, the
vast majority of assaults on college campuses are committed by someone
the survivor knows - be it a significant other, date or acquaintance. Many
of these assaults don't involve direct threats upon the victim's life, but
other weapons- like severe intoxication, emotional abuse or coercion
that leave emotional scars deeper than any physical ones. Many women
don't report their assaults because of the preconceived notions many men
and women hold about rape that make their attack somehow seem less
legitimate because their attack wasn't random or physically violent. When
you spoke about the deep scars left by "acquaintance rape" and about our
collective responsibility to intervene in situations where consent is clearly
not present, you rook what was a painful, quiet conversation among
college women, and made it public. You made what was a lonely struggle
a campus-wide concern.
I'm writing this letter to thank you, one of the most powerful men
in the country, for coming to our campus to say, "Sexual assault needs to
end here." I'm writing this letter to thank you for telling us all that the
kinds of attacks much more prevalent on college campuses are just as
heinous and illegal as what our society tells us that "real" sexual. assault
entails. I'm writing this letter to thank you for your powerful speech that
dispelled the harmful notion that victims can somehow be at fault for
their assault. When men like you, who command respect and admiration
from so many, stand up to say that sexual assault is morally unacceptable
and illegal, people listen. Thank you for using your voice to make quiet
conversations about rape loud, and to tell us that sexual assault is not just
a women's issue. I feel overwhelming gratitude for this campaign, and for
your insistence that college campuses need not be a place of victimization,
violence and silence, but of resilience, courage and change. Thank you,
from the bottom of my heart, for not saying that it's on victims, but that
it's on all of us. You've helped college women more than you know.
Sincerely,
English and Philosophy, Class of 2016
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Cole Little
Columnist
The Atlantic Coast
(ACC)
Conference
has
established itself as the
nation's premier basketball
conference over the past few
seasons. You can expect that
trend to be maintained this
season, as the ACC should
have many of its teams
receive berths into the NCAA
Tournament. Several of last
year's top-tier ACC teams,
including national champion
Duke University, lost key
players to the NBA draft but
phenomenal freshman classes
have made most of those
losses moot. The 15-teams are
loaded with talent this season,
and while the conference
slate is extremely difficult to
predict, here are the previews
for each team in order of their
projected place in the final
conference standings:

DUKE
BLUE DEVILS
The
reigning
national
champions lost four starters
from last year's team, but
Coach K recruited star
freshmen Brandon Ingram,
Chase Jeter, Luke Kennard
and Derryck Thornton to
fill their shoes. The Blue
Devils are not as talented
as last season but are much
taller and have a deeper
bench. As usual, there
are Final Four aspirations
in Durham.
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament,
National Champions

NORTH CAROLINA
TAR HEELS
The Tar Heels will begin
the season as the top-ranked
team in the AP poll, but they
will be without star senior
point guard Marcus Paige
for most or all of November
as he recovers from a broken
finger. Nevertheless, this is
the best team Roy Williams
has had in Chapel Hill
since Tyler Hansbrough
graduated, and UNC is the
favorite to take the ACC
crown heading into 201516 play. Expect sophomore
forward Justin Jackson to
really come into his own
this season.
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament,
Final Four
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VIRGINIA
CAVALIERS
If Justin Anderson, UVA's
best player last · year, had
nor gone pro, the Wahoos
the
would
likely
be
preseason favorite to win the
ACC title. Even with him
gone, though, head coach
Tony Bennett's defensive
prowess should still have the
Cavaliers - led by senior
guard Malcolm Brogdon
- among the nation's top
teams yet again.
Postseason
Prediction:
Tournament,
NCAA
Elite Eight

NOTRE DAME
FIGHTING IRISH
Superstar
guards
Pat
Connaughton and Jerian
Grant graduated from last
year's Elite Eight squad, bur
forward Zach Auguste and
phenomenal point guard
Demetrious Jackson return
to a heavily underrated
Fighting Irish team .
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament,
Sweet Sixteen

MIAMI
HURRICANES
Last year's NIT runners
up, the 'Canes have NCAA
Tourney aspirations this
season . " Injuries plagued
them in 2014-15, but
assuming
Miami
can
maintain health this time
around, versatile veteran
guards Sheldon McClellan
and
Angel
Rodriquez
should have the Hurricanes
celebrating
come
mid
March.
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament, Round
of32

LOUISVILLE
CARDINALS
This season will be a
difficult one in Louisville, as
the recent recruiting scandal
will loom over the heads of
all those involved with the
program for the duration of
the season. Montrezl Harrell
and Terry Rozier, team
leaders from last year, are in
the NBA now, bur Drexel
transfer Damion Lee should
pick up some of the slack
created by their exits.
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament, Round
of 32

Clemson player attempts to shoot against an NC State defender in Littlejohn Coliseum in a matchup last season.

FLORIDA STATE
SEMINOLES
Head
Coach
Leonard
Hamilton and his staff
boast one of the nation's
top recruiting classes from
this past spring, including
five-star
guard
Dwayne
Bacon. Next season may
be one to look out for a
potential conference title
in Tallahassee, but the
'Noles should be fair this
season regardless.
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament, Round
of64

SYRACUSE
ORANGE
For rhe first time in many
years,
Jim
Boeheim's
Syracuse squad is not
touted at the start of the
season. Even though the
bespectacled coach will serve
a nine-game suspension at
the beginning of conference
play, expect the Orange
to outperform predictions
this year.
Postseason Prediction:
NCAA Tournament, Round
of 64

NC STATE
WOLFPACK
It seems like NC State has
exceeded expectations every
season since Mark Gottfried
took over as head coach, but
losing guard Trevor Lacey's
surprise jump to the NBA
will not be easy to overcome.

Matthew Bridges
Asst. Sports Editor

StephoneAthony (42) catches an inrerception against Syraruse.

"It's a great time to
be a Tiger." Dabo Swinney
could nor have made a
more accurate comment
during
Tuesday's
press
conference. With both the
men's and women's soccer
teams among the best in
the country and the football
team grasping a No. 1
national ranking, Clemson
fans should definitely relish
the moment.
Coming off of a hard
fought 23-13 victory over
Florid~ State last weekend,
the Clemson football team
will look to take down
the Syracuse Orange this
weekend and continue their
perfect season.
After starting with
three straight wins, Syracuse
has lost six in a row and is
struggling to find a rhythm.

Postseason
Prediction:
NCAA Tournament, Round
of 64

PITTSBURGH
PANTHERS
Following
a
highly
disappointing
season,
the pressure is on Head
Coach Jamie Dixon ro have
Pittsburgh back on its game
this year. The team is just
too small to compete for any
major titles this season, but
the Panthers might get their
paws on the NIT trophy in
early April.
Postseason Prediction: NIT

GEORGIA TECH
YELLOW JACKETS
Many basketball fans were
surprised that Head Coach
Brian Gregory was not
shown the door following
_. Georgia Tech's disastrous
-, 2014-15 season. ·<fhe Jackets
-~ were devastated by injuries
,, last year, including a broken
:: foot suffered by star forward
Marcus
Georges-Hunt,
' Georges-Hunt .is now a
senior, but he has little help
surrounding him. This will
likely be Gregory's last stand
in Atlanta.
Postseason Prediction: No
postseason

Christian . Olivier Hanlan,
the lone bright spot for
BC last season, graduated,
leaving the cupboard bare in
Chestnut Hill.
Postseason Prediction: No
postseason

AWARDS

Senior
forward
Devin
Thomas will lead the Demon
Deacons in Head Coach
Danny Manning's second
season on the job. Manning
is still trying to find his
footing in Winston-Salem,
but the Deacons should be
much improved this year.
Postseason Prediction: NIT

The Eagles are in full
rebuilding
mode
under
second-year Head Coach Jim

ACC Player of the Year and
ACC Freshman of the Year
Brandon Ingram, Forward,
· Duke,
Freshman:
This
talented diaper dandy should
fill -Justise Winslow's shoes
well and have the Blue Devils
in the Final Four for the
second straight season.
ACC Defensive Player of
the Year
Malcolm Brogdon, Guard,
Virginia, Senior: A finalist
for
the
Lefty
Driesell
National Defensive Player
of the Year award this past
season,
Brogdon
should
help prolong the trend of
hard-nosed defenses under
Tony Bennett.
ACC Coach of the Year
Mike Krzyzewski, Duke
As unbelievable as this might
seem, Coach K has not won
ACC Coach of the Year since
2000. Of course, this is due
to the high-level talent he
coaches year in and year
out and it isn't hard to win
with good players. However,
after losing three spectacular
freshmen (Tyus Jones, Jahlil
Okafor, and Justise Winslow)
to early entry into the
draft, as well as senior point
guard Quinn Cook, Coach
K will do well to have his
Blue Devils compete for a
national title this season.

In their last two games
against Florida Stare and
Louisville the Orange have
lost by at least 20 points in
each contest.
However, if there is
a bright side to rhis game
for Syracuse, they do hold
a winning record of 3-2
when playing at home in
the Carrier Dome.
Also, despite Syracuse's
record they will be amped
up when the No. 1 team
in the country comes to
town. Scott Shafer, the
Head Coach of Syracuse,
stated, "We've seen some
great teams over the course
of the last few games,
and we'll continue to see
another great team with
Clemson
coming
into
the house."
Clemson has had the
best season they could ask
for, working themselves up
to a No. 1 national ranking

while knocking off two top25 reams in Notre Dame
and Florida Stare. With
only three games left in the
regular season, all against
3-6 teams, the Tigers have
a good chance of landing
in the College Football
Playoffs. However, they
must take it one step at a
time, and their next step is
in the Carrier Dome.
As always, Deshaun
Watson is a player to keep
an eye on in this matchup.
His amazing talent is a huge
reason the Tigers have had
a successful season, and he
has even worked himself
into
recent
Heisman
conversations. He is coming
off of a game with 297 yards
passing, 107 yards rushing,
and one touchdown.
Another player to watch
for is Wayne Gallman. He
had a 103-yard rushing
game
against
Florida

State where he rumbled
into the end zone for the
game-sealing touchdown.
Eric
Dungey,
the
starting quarterback for
the Orange, suffered a
head injury late in the
fourth
quarter
against
Louisville last weekend, .
and it remains uncertain
whether he will play
against Clemson.
Brisly
Estime,
Syracuse's punt returner,
is a very dynamic athlete
who could give the Tigers'
inconsistent · special teams
trouble. He has returned
two punts for touchdowns
this season and is averaging
almost 20 yards per return.
Every game from here
on out is a huge game
for
Clemson
football.
Be sure to tune into ABC
at 3:30 p.m. on Saturday
to watch the Tigers rake on
rhe Orange.

CLEMSON TIGERS
Unlike NC State's Dixon
Brad Brownell does not have
the postseason pedigree to
bolster his job security. The
Tigers should remain on the
bubble for the entirety of
the season, but if it bursts
on Selection Sunday, Coach
Brownell will definitely be
on the hot seat.
Postseason
Prediction:
NIT

WAKE FOREST
DEMON DEACONS

VIRGINIA TECH
HOKIES
Last year, Coach Buzz
Williams had a frustrating
first season at Virginia
Tech following his shocking
departure from Marquette.
He'll question that bold
decision towards the end
of this season. The Hokies
will be relying on Maryland
transfer Seth Allen to boost
an offense that was utterly
abysmal this past season,
but do not expect very
much improvement.
Postseason Prediction: No
postseason
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Interview by Elaine Day / / Contributor
In anticipation of this weekend's matchup against Syracuse, The Tiger went behind
enemy bylines to talk to the sports editor of the Syracuse student newspaper, The Daily
Orange, to get an opponent's view on the game.

TIGER SPORTS (TS):
Given that the Orange is riding
a six-game losing streak, what
is the overall feeling an1ong
fans going into a game with the
nation's No. 1 team?

without its starting quarterback,
Eric Dungey, which is largely
the fault of the coaching staff
for leaving him in a 31-point
deficit late in the fourth quarter
against Louisville.

SAM BLUM(SB):Tue

TS: After being dominated by

fan base at Syracuse is not
pleased. Even before the losing
streak, attendance at football
ganies was the lowest in
decades, and the losing streak
has many fans questioning
the job status ofScott Shafer.
Obviously, when you play the
No. 1 team in the country,
there is some excitement and a
big opportunity. But the way
Syracuse has lost its past couple
ganies has put this season into
a tailspin. SU is also playing

quarterbacks like Sean Maguire
and Kyle Bolin, how do you
think Syracuse's defense will
fare against new top Heisman
contender Deshaun Watson?

SB:

It would be crazy to think
Syracuse will do anything
positive. The young Syracuse
defense has been exposed.
Syracuse's defense has been good
in the beginning of ganies this
season, but 60 minutes of good
defense is hard to come by. At

one point, SU had all freshman
on its D-Line on Saturday.
It's secondary are all first• or
second-year players. The team
has exciting young players,
but not enough to keep up
with Watson.

TS: What is Syracuse's biggest
key to breaking tlieir losing
streak on Saturday?

SB:

An

absolute miracle.
Literally. I can't think of
anything else. If they get a big
early turnover and score first,
that would really help. But I
don't think this streak is ending
on Saturday.

players that Oemson fans
should know about going into
Saturday's matchup?

SB: Steve Ishmael is a receiver
that could play on any team
in the country. He's taller and
more athletic than most, and
can reacli up if he's going one·
on-one against any defender.
Zack Mahoney will likely be at
quarterback, and his only other
start came against LSU. He did
throw for three touclidowns.
Ron Thompson, a defensive
end, is a really strong playmaker
as well.

Allison Daniel
Sports Editor

Saavon Smalls
Associate Editor

Justin Campbell
Assr. Timeout Editor

TS: Score prediction?
Erny Gabriel

TS:

Who

are

some

key

SB: Clemson 42, Syracuse 14

Outfook Layout Editor
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CLEMSON HOSTS FURMAN IN NCAA TOURNAMENT
Allison Daniel

Sports Editor
The Clemson women's
soccer team has earned the No. 2
seed in the NCAA Tournament
and will play Furman at Historic
Riggs Field on Saturday, Nov. 14
at 7 p.m. The Tigers are 134-1
and tied for second in the ACC.
Furman defeated Mercer this
past weekend to become SoCon
cliampions and are 17--4-1 on
the season.
This is the second straight
year the Tigers have made the
NCAA Tournament, and Head
Coacli Eddie Radwanski said
"This is a good moment for
the program."
The Tigers are certainly
heading in the right direction,
but if the Tigers plan to defeat
the Paladins and continue in the
tournament, they must recognize
a few key factors.
Clemson's defense must

hold. The 1igetS lost to Virginia
last weekend 5-0 in the first round
of the ACC Tournament. The
ganie showed some weaknesses
in Clemson's defense that need
addressing before the crucial
matcliup with Furman's offense,
whicli has been running on all
cylinders lately. If the Tigers want
to stay in this matcli, they have
to keep Furman from finding the
back of the net early. Radwanski
said after the ACC Tournament
marcli with Virginia that the
team "conceded a couple of
goals that [they] usually don't,
but those things happen." He is
right, but the defense will have to
be at its best and refuse to allow
those easy goals.
The biggest key to
Clemson's defense standing
strong is the Tiger goalie, Kailen
Sheridan. The junior keeper has
had an excellent season, recording
54 saves, along with six shutouts.
Radwanksi noted that "having

Kailen in goal is fantastic, and
I have said before she is one of
the best keepetS in the country."
She definitely is one of the best,
but her one weakness has been
the amount of goals conceded.
So far, opponents have scored
on Sheridan 18 times, almost
twice the amount allowed
last season.

Stephanie
DeVita,
Furman's leading scorer, has been
playing at her best over the last
few matclies. She has 40 points
on the season, with 18 goals
and four assists. These 18 goals
tie her for fourth in the nation
in scoring. The Tiger defense
will stay busy trying to keep
her from finding ways to score.
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Interview by James Kidr4 TzmeOut Editor// Photo contributed by Dr. Tonkyn
Early in the 1990s, Judy Mills ventured into China on a hunch about tiger farms, infamous locations in which tigers are held captive and bred.
What she found was far worse than she ever expected: the beautiful animals are captured and harvested for their bones and organs. Despite various
laws set up that ban the trade, tiger farms are quickly becoming larger and more prevalent, capturing and killing more than the amount that is
currently free in the wild. Disgusted with these practices, Mills wrote her book "Blood of the Tiger" to help get the word out about the various
injustices committed against Clemson's titular mascot. Sitting down with us earlier this week, she spoke to us about why the practice is so popular,
why it is such a large issue and what everyone can do to help.

TIMEOUT CTOJ:

How did you first
become aware of the cruelties
committed against wild tigers
in Asia?

JUDY MILLS UM): I became interested
in the issue back when I lived in
Montana. At the time, I was really
fond of grizzly bears, so while I was
taking a trip to Thailand, I found
out that people bought bears in
Bangkok to eat them and use their
gallbladder for medicinal issues.
That launched me into a whole new
career in investigative journalism as
I did an 18-month exploration of
the trade in bears, which led me to
China. My first trip there in 1991,
I was trying to look more into bear
farming, but the country had just
opened up to Westerners, so to keep
me from seeing how rhe animals
were used for their organs, my host
took me all over the place, one of
them being a fur farm. Along wirh
the orher usual animals rhat were
skinned for their fur, rhere were
also tigers at rhis location. The staff
showed me this handwritten leger
that contained many orders for tiger
bones and organs, which happened
to be rhe start up for China's tiger
farm industry.
In Asia, I saw tigers in farms
before I saw rhem in rhe wild. It was
in India when I finally saw rhese
creatures in rheir natural habitat,
how strong, powerful and singular
rhey were, and I knew there had
to be something that I could do to

help rhe ones on farms in China, as
there were already hundreds when I
visited, with the number increasing
dramatically every year after. Wi rh
the situation already rhat bad, I
decided to spend rhe last 20 years
trying to save the ones in the wild
and to phase out tiger farming in
China to help keep these beautiful
creatures from extinction.

TO:

You mentioned in your book
thal the locals in China and India
thought that the bones and organs
of tigers served medicinal purposes
in the past, but now that modern
medical technology has advanced
so much, do customers of these
tiger farms still me parts of tigers
for these reasons, or is it more of a
thing for the wealthy today?

JM: For centuries, traditional Chinese
medicine used tiger bones to treat
rheumatism and other issues that
cause joint pain, but due to threats
of trade sanctions from rhe United
States and other countries in 1993,
China decided to ban the trade in
tiger bones, which also stopped rhe
creation of medicine made from rhe
creatures and made anything that was
made out of their bones illegal. The
abrupt stop to rhis trade made many
in China furious, so one of the major
things that I did during my time there
was to try and convince them in the
conservation of tigers. The thing that
I found that really resonated with
them is that they desperately wanted
medicine containing tiger bone to be

used all over rhe world, not just in
China, as well as prescribed alongside
other forms of Western medication
too. When they realized that so much
of the world loved tigers, they came
to understand that if they wanted
their forms of medication to be used
around rhe world, they would have
to give up the use of endangered
species, like tigers and rhinos.
However, while this was
a massive achievement back then,
today tiger bones are used as a status
symbol by the elites in society. Now
moved to different locations, farms,
where over six thousand tigers are
contained, are still rampant across
Asia in order to create expensive wine
and luxury rugs. There have even
been efforts recently to legalize the
trade of tiger bones again, because
these farms would make millions of
dollars from selling these products.
Thanks to these farms increasing in
numbers and scale, there are only
about three thousand tigers left in
the wild. This has caused many to
heavily "invest" in tiger bones, as well
as elephant tusks, like they would rare
art, as sooner or later, these beautiful
creatures will go extinct, and the
pieces will become invaluable. They
are literally banking on extinction.

TO: In these farms, do they mostly
consist of wild tigers, or are
their effort• to breed them in
containment?

JM:

Actually, rhe first tiger farm
started from a couple of zoo tigers

that were sent from the United
States. Originally, most of the tigers
were captured in the wild, but as any
cat owner knows, breeding is fairly
easy, they breed in captivity very
well. The tiger farms mostly function
like a slaughterhouse, with the tigers
essentially becoming cattle and
raised for the slaughter. If the trading
of tiger bones becomes legal again,
I'm honestly terrified of what the
potential demand for the products
would do.

TO: What

reactions have you seen
from the public after they read
your book or heard what you have
to say?

JM:

Most of the reactions that I've
garnered have been along the lines
of "What? I had no idea!" People
just don't know, and when other
journalists ask me why, I honestly
don't have an answer. I do know now
that many conservation organizations
are focusing on helping the elephants
and rhinos in Africa, while tigers
have fallen off the radar from the
public and animal protection groups.
Is that why more people don't know?
I have no idea. Maybe someone in
Hollywood making a documentary
about my book would alert more
people to this issue and start a
movement. Freedom of the press
has something to do with it as well,
with China not allowing journalists
to go in these farms and film what
is going on. Even the footage that I
filmed was from hidden cameras in

•I
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our bags.

TO: ls there anything that the
general public can do about this,
whether it be donations to a
charity, helping out with a specific
organization or just getting the
word out?
JM: There is so much that people can
do, and I hope to start at Clemson.
One of the best things that I have
seen in my life for wild tigers has
been Clemson's Tigers for Tigers,
as it has been an amazing program
for getting younger people in the
know and involved in these issues.
We also have the ability to meet
with our lawmakers, not just here in
Sourh Carolina, but in Washington
as well, and sending them letters
too. Make President Obama work
something out wirh the Chinese
President to make sure that this
is stopped once and for all. That's
what happened with elephant ivory
and why there is an agreement
between China and the U.S.
there because so many people spoke
out about it. You can send money
to organizations, get in contact with
any state representatives, tell people
that you know, just do something.
You really only need to spend about 15
minutes for most of these things,
so it won't take that much out of
your day. It is a very disturbing
situation, but it thankfully is
a situation that anyone can
help solve.
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MOVIES YOU DON'T KNOW ABOUT -NETFLIX EDITION

Savannah Miller
Photo Editor

your favorite Disney movies get some laughs, but they
ro check out these top-notch also touch on social issues
Netflix movies you've never big-screen films often ignore,
Whether after a tough
such as teenage homosexuality
exam week, long night out, even heard of.
and spirituality in schools,
"SAVED!" AND "CAMP":
bad breakup, or just general
High school's a weird going deeper than one would
sloth, we all have those lazy
expect from a glance at
days on the couch spent time, especially for Mary
their covers.
watching TV until our eyes in "Saved!" as she balances
glaze over. And, if you're like a break up and pregnancy "HOLLIDAYSBURG" AND "THE
FOUR-FACED LIAR":
me, you've probably had your with her super religious,
oppressive
classmates.
In
Though the plots are
fair share of marathoning
Netflix in bed, too. It "CAMP," a group of teens at pretty different, these two
might even be one of your a competitive performing arts movies have the same feel;
favorite activities. Next time camp attempt to contain their they both have themes
you come across some free sexual urges (unsuccessfully) relating to that coming-of
time or procrastination while they spend the summer age dilemma, "Who do I
time - take a break from honing their artistic talents. fit in with once I'm 'grown
catching up with "Parks and These movies are from the up': my old friends or new
"Hollidaysburg"
Recreation" and re-watching early 2000s and are sure to ones?"

follows a group of friends
home for Thanksgiving break
after their first semester at
college, and "The Four
Faced Liar" portrays the
complex friendships that
emerge between four twenty
somethings who meet by
chance in a pub in New
York City. The films have
well-developed,
relatable
characters and great dialogue,
weaving a story that makes
you reflect on your own
decisions. By the end of these
two movies, you'll feel like
you're part of their friend
groups, too.

"IN YOUR EYES" AND "TIMER":

These are films for
"THE ONE I LOVE":
those who appreciate both
On advice from their
the sci-fi and romance therapist, a couple whose
genres. "TiMER" is about relationship is on the rocks
a futuristic phenomenon in visits a vacation house ro
which individuals have timers try to reconnect. Once they
implanted in their wrists that arrive, they are met with
count down the seconds bizarre occurrences in the
until they first lock eyes with guesthouse, further testing
their soul mate. Similarly, their relationship. Parts of
"In Your Eyes" depicts two this film are so creepy that the
people with a metaphysical hair on the back your neck
linkage, similar to telepathy, will stand up, but the plot
that eventually brings them draws you in with its twists
together despite a huge and turns. The best part is a
geographical
disconnect. surprise ending you'll never
10/10 would recommend see coming. This movie is
both to any geek looking completely unique and in a
for love.
realm all on its own.
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Students participate in the Giving Tree program,
by donating presents to the less fortunate
geographically
from
Littlejohn
Community
Center all the way to the
Grenville Salvation Army
to give students, faculty
and the entire Clemson
community a chance to
donate Christmas presents
to children in need.
Trees
with
tags
representing
each
child
went up in Cooper Library,
the
Academic
Success
Center and Fike last week
and will stay there until
Dec. 4. Donors are asked
to come and choose an
ornament with a child's
name, age and interests and
leave the donor information

Nathan Goodroe
Senior StaffWriter

Despite some holiday
traditions,
decorating
Christmas trees have been
set up in a few spots on
campus already. But they
aren't around just to instill
Yuletide cheer and good
will; they are there to help
Clemson
Community
Engagement reach and help
underprivileged
children
get the Christmas they
deserve with "The Giving
Tree Project."
Clemson is partnering
with
six
community
stretching
organizations

card with personal contacts.
Donors then fill out the
tag attached and shop for
the child. The suggested
spending is approximately
$50. Once wrapped and
labeled, presents must be
returned by Dec. 4 to any of
the three locations where the
Giving Trees are set up.
For the past few years,
Clemson has ranked first
among all
colleges
in
the
Princeton
Review's
"Town Gown Relations,"
meaning the city and the
worked
university
have
well together. Clemson's
Community
Engagement
hopes to continue that by

directly impacting the lives
of the 210 underprivileged
children whose names hang
on the trees across campus
by providing a direct way
for donors to pass along the
Christmas cheer.
Starbucks caused a stir
when they removed iconic
Christmas
decorations
their
cups,
and
from
traditionalists took to social
media to shout their stance
about what the holidays
should be about.
But
Clemson has been given an
opportunity to be reminded
what the season is actually
all about: charity and love
for those who need it most.

Pasatie111.pos
Across
1- Member of genus Felis;
4- Chip dip;
9- "Puppy Love" singer;
13- Big brute;
14- Connection;
15- Bubbling;
16- Semiaquatic
mink;
18- Street show;
19- French school;
20- Optional;
22- Make insane;
25- Coup d'_;
26- Tablets;
28- Lack of oxygen;
32- Bruins great Bobby;
35- Honda model;
37- Prepared to fire;
38- Thin stratum;
40- Small pulpy fruit;
42- Uncommon;
43- Ways to the pins;
45- Capital of South Korea;
47- D.C. VIP;
48- Church instruments;
50- Valleys;
52- _
chance!;
54- Diabetic condition;
5 8- Suspect;
62- Spoil;
63- Bay;
64- The day before this day;
67- Weeping;
68- Flavor;
69- Vane dir.;
70- Ballpark figs.;
71- Male deer;
72- DDE opponent;

Down
1- Gave a hoot;
2- Quickly;
3- Andrea Bocelli, for one;
4- Excitable;
5- Goal, intention;
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HOROSCOPES: James Bond

~ Jan.
AllUARIUS
20 - Feb. 19

►

You only live twice, so skip
class and watch Nedlix.

3

f;;

►

We're Tigers. Clemson Tigers.

►

Start your day off by having
your Frappuccino shaken - not
stirred.

►

Tomorrow never dies, but your
GPA will if you don't get out
of bed.

►

The world is not enough, but
more parking spaces would be
nice.

,,PISCES
~ ~ · Feb. 20 -

13

~

ARIES
March 21 - April 20
:2

,)~TAURUS
~

38

MCEMINI

r•II,)
.1\\

43

--:~\- \ CANCER

S2

►

From Clemson, with love.

~
"'
LEO
J. ~I\... July 23-Aug. 23

►

For a quantum of solace, go to
the bottom floor of the library.

i

► Bond girls have more fun.

)',,1~f.. June 22 -

§

i '3
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67
itl ~--t--+--+--+-.,'?O
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
~

b~-~-~-~-27- Begat;
29- December day, briefly;
30- Able was _ ... ,
31- Arabian Sea gulf;
32- Capital of Norway;
33- The back end of
something;
34- Pealed;
36- Frog sound;
39- Doesn't stay on topic;
41- Christmas;
44- Condescending;
46- Correspondences;

6- Circle of flowers;
7- Trigonometric function;
8- Slender part of the leg;
9- Slaughterhouse;
10- Me neither;
11- Capital of the Ukraine;
12- Sheltered, nautically;
15- Secret stuff;
17- Give it up for a
performer?;
21- Sorority letter;
23- Smooth-tongued;
24- Santa's aides;

49- Actor Erwin;
51- Skyrocket;
53- Bottomless pit;
5 5- Cassette half;
56- Mindlessly stupid;
5 7- Eye sores;
58- Microscopic arachnid;
59- Supermodel Sastre;
60- Bed support;
61- Milk source;
65- Mineral spring;
66- Dress (up);
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Aug. 24 - Sept. 22
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Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 ►
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►

Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

That terrible essay should be for
your eyes only.

Horoscopes by James Kidd and Justin Lee Campbell, TimeOut Ed~ors
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►

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Diamonds are forever, but the
window to get your football ticket
isn't.

tr.I

5

'i'-

Don't let the specter of finals

► terrify you.

•• SAGITTARIUS

•

Aspire to be cool enough for
Adele to write you a kick-ass
theme song.
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Oct. 24 - Nov. 21
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